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Introduction

In August 2020 the Chinese People’s Liberation Army (PLA) indicated that some of its units had made technological and procedural advancements in its capability to provide close air support (CAS). The PLA has been working to develop the systems and procedures to conduct CAS safely and effectively for more than a decade. While these and other recent developments may indicate that the PLA has finally built the foundation of a complex of systems and procedures for safe and effective CAS, the PLA’s capability to conduct CAS is far from mature.

The capability to provide CAS is indispensable for the PLA. CAS is one of two types of operations that the U.S. Air Force calls “counterland” operations, operations against an enemy’s land forces.1 CAS is defined as actions by aircraft, both fixed- and rotary-wing, against enemy land forces that are in close proximity to, and may have already engaged, friendly forces.2 The other type of counterland operation is air interdiction, which is an operation to “divert, disrupt, delay, or destroy” units of an enemy’s land forces before they engage friendly forces.3 The primary distinction between these two types of operations is the proximity to friendly forces in which they are conducted.

CAS is important for what the U.S. military calls “forcible entry” operations, operations to seize and hold lodgments, such as a beachhead or an airfield, through which additional troops and materiel can be transported to the battlefield.4 Forcible entry operations are generally conducted by highly mobile forces, such as amphibious and airborne forces, that cannot transport weapons like artillery and tanks. CAS compensates for these forces’ lack of heavy firepower. In order for the PLA to conquer Taiwan, it must seize lodgments on the island through amphibious, airborne, and/or air assaults; the ability of the PLA to hold those lodgments will be limited should the PLA’s air forces5 be unable provide CAS. Therefore, developing the capability to provide CAS is crucial
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i Unlike the other U.S. military services, the U.S. Army does not call such fire support by its own rotary-wing aircraft “close air support.”

ii “Air forces” here refers to the aviation branches of the PLA Army, Navy, and Air Force.
for the PLA’s overall capability to conquer Taiwan and thereby achieve China’s principal national
goal.

Past Efforts

The PLA seems to have become earnest about improving its capability to provide CAS when it developed new training instructions that were issued in 2009. Every several years the PLA issues a new Outline of Military Training and Evaluation (OMTE), which sets new goals and guidelines for training. After an OMTE is devised, it is tested and revised for a few months before it is issued. The content of the OMTEs is not publicized, but it seems that improving the PLA’s capability to provide CAS was a part of the 2009 OMTE because during the 2009 OMTE’s trial period in 2008, in accordance with the new OMTE, a PLA Army (PLAA) division included at least two personnel from the PLA Air Force (PLAAF) in its command team during an exercise: one to serve as a PLAAF “commander” and another to serve as a “guide.”

The PLA uses “guidance” in the sense of leading a force’s way to an objective or vectoring it to a target, but it also uses “guidance” to refer to the act of cueing a target for attack by supporting fire. In the U.S. military’s CAS missions, the latter action is conducted by a terminal attack controller or a forward air controller, someone who communicates directly with pilots to direct CAS. Except in direct translations, the PLA refers to terminal attack or forward air controllers as “guides,” and hence one may assume that the “guide” in the said PLA Army division was equivalent to a controller in the U.S. military, but this is not so. For one thing, the U.S. military embeds controllers in tactical levels of command down to those of the battalion and the company.

During the PLAA division’s exercise, as a regimental commander’s unit approached the opposing force’s position, he requested CAS through the PLAAF’s “guide” in the divisional command post. Neither he nor the guide had visually acquired the target; members of one of the regiment’s reconnaissance elements had done so. It is unclear who actually directed the CAS mission, but it is likely that it was directed by the PLAAF “commander,” not the guide. This also contrasts with the degree of authority that the U.S. military’s terminal attack or forward air controllers have. Traditionally, pilots in the PLA only took directions from their flight leader or their unit’s commander. In other words, aviation units controlled their own aircraft, so requests for CAS would have to be relayed to the headquarters of the supporting aviation unit, from which the mission would be directed. Therefore, those requesting CAS could only communicate with the aircrews providing CAS through a link between their own higher headquarters and the

iii “Guidance” in Chinese is 引导; “guide” is 引导员 or 引导人员.
iv In another exercise in 2008, “surface command teams” and “surface liaisons” from the PLAAF were integrated into command posts at every level—even down to the company level—of a motorized infantry division of the PLAA as well as into the division’s intelligence and fires centers. However, the source of this information focused on the fact of the integration, not what the integration achieved, so although it seems logical to assume that the “surface liaisons,” at least, served as controllers, it is unclear whether they did so or not. 邹秋月 [Zou Qiuyue], 石斌欣 [Shi Binxin], and 安晋忠 [An Jinzhong], "解放军陆空联合演习空军指挥员不再当陪衬" [Air force commanders will never again serve as props in Liberation Army's army-air force joint exercises], 解放军报 [Liberation Army News], posted on 中国新闻网 [China News Agency Online], December 3, 2008, accessed October 8, 2020, http://www.chinanews.com/gn/news/2008/12-03/1471882.shtml.
supporting unit’s headquarters. It is likely that the PLAA and PLAAF units in the exercise attempted to shorten the distance between the aircrews and the supported units by embedding PLAAF personnel who could translate the request for CAS into a briefing that the aircrews could act on (the guide) and someone who could command the aircrews (the commander).

Such an arrangement would only have been a slight improvement to the PLA’s traditional method of conducting CAS. Neither method makes CAS impossible, but they do make it riskier and less flexible, and its riskiness and inflexibility increase as the communication between those who have visually acquired a target and the aircrews who provide CAS becomes more indirect. It can be difficult for aircrews, particularly those operating fixed-wing aircraft, to distinguish friendly and enemy forces and to ascertain the situation on the battlefield, a situation that could change between the time that an aircrew received a request for CAS and the time that the aircrew arrived over the battlefield. Therefore, the measure of the PLA’s ability to provide CAS is not merely its capability to deliver munitions to a particular point—a capability that it already demonstrated during the exercise in 2008—but its capability to do so in a way that neutralizes the target with as little risk of fratricide as possible. Developing such a capability seems to have been the focus of the PLA’s efforts in relation to CAS since 2008.

The PLA had made some progress towards this goal by 2012. That year a group army of the PLAA (a formation that is equivalent to a corps of the U.S. Army) conducted an exercise in which it embedded “fires coordinators” from the PLAAF and the PLAA’s aviation branch in an armor battalion’s command team. And, unlike in the past, the battalion was able to request CAS directly from PLAA attack helicopters that were in the air. More specifically, the PLAA’s fires coordinator in the battalion’s command vehicle requested CAS together with a staff officer from the aviation brigade whose helicopters were in the air, perhaps indicating the fires coordinator’s lack of authority. However, a request to the PLAAF for CAS was relayed through, and—more important—the PLAAF’s CAS mission was probably directed from, the headquarters of the battalion’s parent brigade, where there was likely to be a PLAAF commander as in the past. So, in this arrangement, although the PLAA’s and the PLAAF’s aviation units had “eyes” on the battlefield, as the commander of the armor brigade put it, communication between the PLAAF’s fires coordinator and the aircrews of the PLAAF’s aircraft providing CAS was still indirect and, therefore, still quite risky and inflexible.

By 2015 the PLA was experimenting with substantially improved methods of providing CAS. In one demonstration exercise in 2015, an amphibious mechanized infantry regiment of the PLAA placed “target guides” from the PLA Navy, the PLAAF, and the PLAA’s aviation branch in “almost 90 percent” of its battalions and companies. These “target guides” seem to have communicated information about targets, such as the targets’ coordinates and characteristics, directly to aircrews. During a major force-on-force exercise in the same year, the friendly and opposing forces had aircraft from the PLAA and the PLAAF stand by at multiple airfields and in aerial holding areas so that they could more quickly respond to requests for CAS. PLAAF “operations coordinators”—not “commanders”—were embedded in each side’s headquarters, and “target guides” were embedded in each side’s task force. In addition, although they did not
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v “Fires coordinator” in Chinese is 火力协调员.
vi “Target guide” in Chinese is 目标引导员.
visually acquire targets themselves, the PLAAF’s “surface target guides”\textsuperscript{vii} seem to have provided target coordinates and characteristics directly to aircrews.\textsuperscript{17} Given the amount of progress that was manifest in these exercises, it seemed that in 2015 the PLA was on the cusp of finalizing its systems and procedures for CAS, but experiments continued well after 2015.

**Recent Efforts**

In 2016 the PLA was reorganized into a more completely joint structure, and in the same year the PLA used a major force-on-force exercise to conduct more experiments in CAS. The new Southern Theater Command succeeded in establishing cross-service voice and data links, and it reportedly achieved “results” in “close air-to-ground fire support.”\textsuperscript{18} Only one example of such was cited: a platoon leader used a handheld BeiDou\textsuperscript{viii} terminal to send the coordinates of a blockhouse to a PLAAF aircrew, presumably doing so directly and electronically.\textsuperscript{19}

In 2017 the PLA reported that a soldier in a brigade of the PLAA’s 75\textsuperscript{th} Group Army, which is, incidentally, subordinate to the Southern Theater Command, had undergone training with the PLAAF and three months of “diligent study and difficult training” to become an “aerial fires guide.”\textsuperscript{20} During an exercise that year, the soldier, Private First Class Shi Jianhao, used an “air coordination” radio to communicate directly with the crews of PLAAF aircraft and he used a portable “command terminal” to communicate requests for CAS to the crews of helicopters of the PLAA’s aviation branch (see Figure 1).\textsuperscript{21} This example seemed to indicate three things: first, that the PLA had indeed finalized its systems and procedures for CAS; second, that the PLA’s variously named “guides” were conducting terminal attack or forward air control and, therefore, had become the equivalent of such; and, third, that the PLAAF was training personnel from other services to serve as “aerial fires guides”\textsuperscript{ix} or controllers instead of embedding its own personnel in land units to do so. Again, in spite of the significant progress in the PLA’s capability to conduct CAS that this example seemed to indicate, none of these conclusions proved to be entirely true.

In September 2020 the PLA reported that over 100 personnel of a combined-arms brigade of the PLAA’s 74\textsuperscript{th} Group Army, which is also subordinate to the Southern Theater Command, had undergone training with the PLAAF to become “target indicators.”\textsuperscript{22} The unusually large

\textsuperscript{vii} “Surface target guide” in Chinese is 地面引导人员.

\textsuperscript{viii} BeiDou is China’s satellite position, navigation, and timing system.

\textsuperscript{ix} “Aerial fires guide” in Chinese is 空中火力引导员.
number of personnel in the unit who have undergone this training likely indicates that “target indication” is not the same as terminal attack or forward air control because 100 personnel in the same brigade cannot all separately control aircraft providing CAS and—given the difficulty of directing CAS—because training an entire company to direct CAS would go far beyond the need to maintain redundant personnel. Indeed, during a joint amphibious assault exercise in September 2020 in which their unit participated, these “target indicators” seem to have only relayed target coordinates through a staff officer who called for CAS. This may have been done in order to simplify the control of the large number of aircraft that fly over the area of operations during an amphibious assault, but it is still unlikely that such a large number of personnel in the same unit would be trained to direct CAS. Moreover, even assuming that “target indicators” are distinct from “guides,” then they should not require training with the PLAAF merely to learn how to find the coordinates of a target. Rather, while it is likely that the PLAAF has abandoned the practice of embedding its personnel in land units to cue targets in favor of training other services’ personnel to do so, it seems that the purpose of the training is not to train people to conduct terminal attack or forward air control. Therefore, the example of Shi Jianhao seems to have been exceptional, the product of yet another experiment, not the product of an unvarying training program that was associated with finalized systems and procedures for CAS.

In fact, the arrangements for CAS in an experimental exercise that was held sometime in the fall of 2020 seemed to have been no different from those that were made in the aforementioned exercise of 2008. During the exercise a training brigade of the PLAAF’s Xi’an Flight Academy provided CAS to a battalion of a combined-arms brigade that is subordinate to the PLAA’s 76th Group Army of the Western Theater Command. The request for CAS, however, was relayed to the training brigade through a PLAA-PLAAF joint command post, and the brigade’s aircraft only took off after receiving the request. Moreover, the pilots took directions from the commander of PLAAF’s participating units, who was at the joint command post. If the PLA had finalized its systems and procedures for CAS by 2020, then it would have been unnecessary for these units to conduct yet another experiment in such, and it is unlikely that they would make arrangements for CAS that are backward in comparison with those of previous efforts. Therefore, as late as 2020, the PLA seems to be struggling still to develop the systems and procedures for conducting CAS safely and effectively—and that the efforts to do so are not being centrally coordinated.

Even so, other units seem to have made progress in developing the systems and procedures for CAS beyond what others had achieved before. In August 2020 the PLA reported that a higher echelon had approved the methods and the “detailed rules and regulations” for the coordination of fires from land and the air that some PLAA and PLAAF units had developed together over a period of three years. The units were an unspecified aviation brigade under the Northern Theater Command (equivalent to a wing of the U.S. Air Force), the 78th Army Aviation Brigade, which is subordinate to the Northern Theater Command’s 78th Group Army, and the 1st Battalion of the 48th Combined-Arms Brigade, which is also subordinate to the 78th Group Army. The 1st Battalion is one of the PLA’s few high-mobility combined-arms battalions.

Beginning in the summer of 2020, these units tested regulations, communication links, and a command and control structure for the coordination of air-land joint fires as well as a means of identifying friend and foe in the battlespace. Several days before August 3, 2020, these units
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x “Target indicator” in Chinese is 目标指示员.
conducted an exercise in which a “surface guidance unit”\(^{xi}\) was able to communicate directly, by voice, with an “aerial support force,” and in which the same unit was able to share target data with helicopters over a “point-to-point” connection—all through a datalink that connected aircrews and individual soldiers carrying an unspecified piece of equipment.\(^{31}\) Given its juxtaposition with the army aviation brigade’s helicopters, the “aerial support force” was likely to have been composed of fixed-wing aircraft from the air force. Indeed, a PLA television news program presented video of the exercise that showed a JH-7 fighter-bomber dropping a bomb.\(^{32}\) Similar footage appeared throughout a report about the previous year’s iteration of the same exercise, but a fighter-bomber, of which the JH-7 is the PLA’s only type, was also employed in the 2018 iteration of the exercise, so it is likely that a JH-7 was employed in the 2020 iteration even if footage from 2019 had been recycled.\(^{33}\)

It is unclear whether the members of the “surface guidance unit” directed CAS during the exercise or not, but three things distinguish these units’ efforts from previous efforts by other units. First, the development of a single network through which to request and, at least theoretically—given the voice communications link—direct CAS is an improvement on the two pieces of equipment that the soldier in the 75th Group Army used in 2017. Second is the fact that these units tested the systems and procedures that they developed in the same scenario, i.e., under the same conditions, over a few years, a fact that indicates a degree of determination that previous efforts seem to have lacked. Third, the fact that the arrangement and procedures for CAS that these units have developed received a higher echelon’s approval may also indicate a degree of finality to them that previous efforts’ achievements lacked.

**Conclusion**

It is possible that the efforts of the Northern Theater Command’s units will form the foundation of a complex of finalized systems and procedures for CAS. Recent developments indicate that the PLA’s technology for CAS has improved in other respects. In September 2020 the PLA reported that soldiers of the 83rd Air Assault Brigade, which is subordinate to the Central Theater Command, used a laser designator to “lase” or designate a target against which a Z-10 attack helicopter conducted a simulated strike through the fog (see Figure 2); in “late autumn” 2020 a member of a special operations unit of the PLAAF’s Airborne Corps also used a laser designator to lase a target, thereby guiding a new type of guided bomb dropped by a PLAAF aircraft to the target.\(^{34}\) In August 2020 the PLA reported that a Z-19 reconnaissance helicopter of

\(^{xi}\) “Surface guidance unit” in Chinese is 地面引导单元.
the 83rd Air Assault Brigade “buddy lasered” a target for a Z-10 that was being jammed; in November 2020 the PLA reported that the 71st Army Aviation Brigade, which is subordinate to the Southern Theater Command, had succeeded in using what appears to be an ASN-209 unmanned aerial vehicle to “buddy lase” targets at sea against which a Z-9 attack helicopter and a Z-19 fired missiles from beyond visual range. These technologies will increase the PLA’s options for cueing targets for aircraft providing CAS, and they should also increase the accuracy of the PLA’s CAS strikes.

However, even if the PLA has the elements of a complex of systems and procedures for CAS, its capability for CAS is far from mature. Those systems and procedures must be spread throughout the PLA, and units throughout the force must train to conduct CAS. And even assuming that the Northern Theater Command has developed the systems and procedures for conducting CAS, the PLA must still overcome the problem of coordinating CAS at higher, joint echelons of command, such as the theater level, if it is to provide CAS during complex campaigns like an invasion of Taiwan. In addition to the problem of controlling large numbers of aircraft from multiple services in the same airspace, there is also the problem of allocating aircraft, particularly the fixed-wing aircraft of the PLAAF and the PLA Navy, for CAS among other, competing priorities such as the achievement of air superiority over the battlefield and the defense of China’s airspace. Similar problems have vexed the U.S. military in spite of its abundant experience in joint operations. It may seem ironic, but this is an obstacle that may prove more difficult for the PLA to overcome than that of developing the technologies and basic procedures for CAS. The PLA is making progress, but it still has a long way to go before it can be said to be capable of conducting CAS.

Opinions, conclusions, and recommendations expressed or implied within are solely those of the author and do not necessarily represent the views of the Air University, the Department of the Air Force, the Department of Defense, or any other U.S. government agency. Cleared for public release: distribution unlimited.
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